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ABSTRACT
Particle size normally varies over wide ranges in any commercial transportation of solids through the
pipeline. In the present study, the three-dimensional numerical modeling of the conventional 90o bend
transporting multi-sized particulate slurry using granular Eulerian-Eulerian model is performed. The mixture
of water and six different sizes of zinc tailing particles ranging from 37.5 µm to 575 µm are considered. The
effect of variation in velocity and concentration on pressure drop and flow field of the multi-sized particulate
slurry is investigated. The simulations are performed in the velocity range of 2.25 m/s to 3.5 m/s for the
weighted solid concentration range of 9.82 to 44.26%. The comparison of pressure drop data from the
available experimental results and the present numerical modeling with multisized particulate slurry shows
maximum deviation within ±6%. Further, the suspension behavior of different size particles in the multi-sized
slurry flow inside the bend is analyzed with the variation in the flow velocity and solid concentration. The
particles of different size in the multi-sized slurry showed different suspension characteristics.
Keywords: CFD; Eulerian-eulerian model; Multi-sized particle; Bend; Particle size distribution.

NOMENCLATURE
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Cvi
Cvm
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dq
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weighted solid concentration
solid volume fraction
local solid volume fraction
virtual mass coefficient
lift coefficient
drag coefficient
sth phase particle diameter
qth phase particle diameter
pipe internal diameter
coefficient of restitution for
collisions
acceleration due to gravity
radial distribution function
turbulent kinetic energy
momentum exchange coefficient
pressure
relative Reynolds number
specific gravity
time
velocity
slip velocity
terminal velocity for the solid
drift velocity

α

diffusivity

particle

β
volume fraction
βs,max maximum
volumetric
static
settled
concentration taken as 0.35
ρ
density
λs
bulk viscosity of solids
Θs
granular temperature of solid phase
µ
shear viscosity
µt
turbulent viscosity
ε
turbulence dissipation rate
I2D second invariant of the deviatoric stress
tensor for solid phase
σsf
dispersion Prandtl number taken as 0.75
Φ
internal friction angle taken as 30o

I

identity tensor



viscous stress tensor

t

Reynolds stress tensor

Subscripts
f
fluid
s
solid
s,col collisional part
s,kin kinetic part
s,fr
frictional part
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Hydraulic transportation of solids is generally
adopted in many process industries such as mineral,
chemical, and power (Tarodiya and Gandhi, 2019).
Two important aspects are generally considered
while designing the slurry pipelines: the amount of
head loss due to the presence of suspended solids
and the service life due to erosive wear.
To provide the flexibility in the routing of the
pipeline, geometries like bends and tee sections are
used. The flow field inside the bend is very complex
due to its curved flow path. Secondary flows are
developed which strongly affect the flow
characteristics of the particles inside the bend
(Kaushal et al. 2012; Nayak et al. 2017).
Additionally, during slurry transportation, the
pressure drop and flow characteristics are influenced
by: (i) the particle properties like size, shape, and
distribution, (ii) carrier fluid properties like viscosity
and flow velocity, and (iii) slurry properties like the
amount of solid loading and its rheological behavior.
The particle size is one of the dominating
parameters affecting the pressure drop and particle
flow characteristics (Mukhtar et al. 1995) across the
bend. Many investigators (Mukhtar et al. 1995;
Mishra et al. 1998a; Kaushal and Tomita, 2002;
Verma et al. 2006; Singh et al. 2019) experimentally
determined the pressure drop and flow
characteristics of the solids inside the bend.
Numerical approach has also been used to
understand the complexity of flow over a wide range
of parameters which are difficult to obtain through
the experiments. Kaushal et al. (2012) numerically
investigated the pressure drop in a horizontal
pipeline transporting high concentrated solid-liquid
mixture using granular Mixture and granular
Eulerian-Eulerian multiphase models of the CFD
code Fluent. The simulations were performed using
equisized particles of glass bead size of 125 µm in
water. They reported better accuracy for EulerianEulerian model to predict the pressure drop and
concentration distribution with respect to the
experimental data. Further, Kaushal et al. (2013)
used granular Eulerian-Eulerian model to simulate
the pressure drop and concentration distribution in
90o horizontal bend transporting slurry of equisized
sand particles of size 450 µm in CFD code Fluent.
They reported that the suspension of the particles is
good at the downstream of the bend and improves
further with increase in downstream distance from
the bend exit. Messa and Malavasi (2014) performed
the numerical simulation to predict the particle
distribution in 90o horizontal bend with equisized
particles. They discussed that the presence of
secondary flows significantly affects the distribution
of solids. The concentration distribution is nonhomogeneous at different cross-sections inside the
bend. Nayak et al. (2017) investigated the transport
characteristics for the slurry in an 180o return bend.
They performed the simulations in Fluent with water
and equisized fly ash particles of size 13 µm. They
also observed the variation in the distribution of
solids across the bend due to secondary flows. Singh
et al. (2018) numerically investigated the effect of

variation in head loss due to solid-liquid flow with
the change in the radius ratio of the 90o pipe bend.
They performed the simulations using CFD code
Fluent with water and equisized fly ash particles of
size 16 µm. Literature review reveals that the efforts
were made to numerically investigate the pressure
drop and flow characteristics of solids inside the
bend under different operating conditions. However,
these studies were restricted to the slurry of
equisized
particles.
In
commercial
slurry
transportation, generally, the particle size is varied
up to three orders of magnitude (Kaushal and
Tomita, 2002; Verma et al. 2006). Variation in
particle kinetics due to the wide variation in particle
size distribution (PSD) may significantly affect the
head loss and particle flow characteristics which
may not be captured with the equi-size particles.
Numerical simulations with multisized particulate
slurry may provide a better picture of actual slurry
flow inside the bend which may help the designers
in designing the slurry pipeline for better flow
stability.
The aim of the present study is to establish a
numerical model for the simulation of multi-sized
particulate slurry flows. For this, the threedimensional modeling of a 90o horizontal pipe bend
of diameter 105 mm handling multi-sized
particulate slurry is performed. The simulations are
performed using the granular Eulerian-Eulerian
multiphase model of Fluent 15.0. Six different sizes
of zinc tailings particles (Ss = 2.85) of mean
diameter ranging from 37.5 µm to 575 µm are used
with water as the carrier fluid for the simulation.
The pressure drop is estimated in the velocity range
of 2.25-3.5 m/s and overall weighted solid
concentration is varied from 9.82 to 44.26%. The
numerical model is validated with the experimental
data of Mishra et al. (1998a). Further, the flow field
of the multisized particles is analyzed across the
bend at different locations with the variation in flow
velocity and efflux concentration.

2.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

In the present study, granular Eulerian-Eulerian
model is used for modeling the multi-sized
particulate slurry flow inside the pipe bend. It
allows for modeling of unlimited number of
secondary phases. However, the computational
cost increases with the increase in number of
secondary phases, as separate governing equations
are required to solve for each phase. In this the
solid (s) and fluid (f) phases, are considered to be
interpenetrating continua, so that βs + βf = 1,
where βs and βf are the volumetric concentrations
of solid and fluid phases, respectively. The
conservation of mass and momentum is satisfied
for each phase individually. The coupling between
them is achieved with the interphase exchange
coefficients.

2.1 Continuity Equation
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2.2 Momentum Equation
For fluid phase:
k s
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For solid phase:

The rate of energy dissipation within the solid phase
due to a collision between particles (γΘs) is
calculated using the correlation (Lun et al. 1984) as,
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pressure
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In Eqs. (2) and (3), s and  f are the stress-strain
tensors for solid and fluid phase respectively, and
are expressed as

Ps  ss s 

2

(8)

fs  3Mfss

For each solid phase, the solid pressure (P s) is
estimated from the correlation given by Lun et al.
(1984), and expressed as:

N

ss2s3/ 2

The transfer of kinetic energy of random fluctuation
in particle velocity from the solid phase to the fluid
phase (ϕfs) is calculated using the correlation
(Fluent, 2006) given as,

gradient, Cvmsf (Vf .Vf  Vs .Vs ) is the virtual
mass force, and CLsf (Vf  Vs )  (Vf ) is lift
force acting on the particles. The coefficient of
virtual mass force (Cvm) and lift coefficient (CL) are
taken as 0.5 (Gopaliya and Kaushal, 2015).

ds 
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Where dsq (= ds/2 + dq/2) is the average of the sth
and the qth phase particle diameters ds and dq, g0,sq is
the radial distribution function for solid phases and
calculated as (Lun et al. 1984):
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Where λs is the bulk viscosity of the solid particles
calculated using the correlation (Lun et al. 1984):
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and µs is the shear viscosity of solids defined as
(Fluent, 2006)

The granular temperature (Θs) for solid phase is
calculated using the equation (Ding and Gidaspow,
1990) as,
3
 sss   .(ss Vss )  
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The collisional, kinetic and frictional part of the
shear viscosity of solid phase is calculated from the
correlations of the form (Syamlal et al. 1993;
Gidaspow et al. 1992; Schaeffer, 1987):
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fluctuation energy due to shear in the solid phase,
k s s is the diffusion flux of granular energy.

s,kin 

The term k s is the diffusion coefficient given by
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Syamlal et al. (1993),
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Ps sin 
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The Reynolds stress tensor for a fluid phase in the
Eqs. (2) and (3) is estimated as (Fluent, 2006):
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Res is the relative Reynolds number between solid
and liquid phase is given by:

Res 

(18)

The prediction of turbulent kinetic energy kf and its
rate of dissipation ɛ for the fluid phase are obtained
from the following transport equation
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where µt,f is the turbulent viscosity, computed from
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Where, CD is the drag coefficient given by Dalla
Valle (1948):
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f

Vr,s is the terminal velocity correlation for the solid
phase is given by (Garside and Al-Dibouni, 1977):
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where, Gk,f is the production of turbulent kinetic
energy in the flow estimated as
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Where, C1  1.44 , C2  1.92 , C3  1.2 , k  1.0 ,
  1.3

V sf is the slip velocity, the relative velocity
between the fluid phase and solid phase given by
Vsf  Vs  Vf

V dr

(24)

is the drift velocity given by
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The momentum exchange coefficient between the
fluid and solid phase in the Eqs. (2) and (3) is
estimated as (Fluent, 2006):

for f  0.85

(30)
(31)

The momentum exchange coefficient between the
solid phases in the Eq. (3) is estimated as (Syamlal,
1987):

 and  represent the influence of the solid phase
kf

for f  0.85

3.

(32)

NUMERICAL PROCEDURE

3.1 Geometry and Meshing
The simulations are performed on a pipe with 105
mm internal diameter (D), 90 degree conventional
bend with an area ratio of 1 which is equal to the
radius ratio of 4 (R/r = 4), similar to the bend
geometry used by Mishra et al. (1998a). In order to
better represent the flow inside the bend, a 2.1 m
(20D) horizontal pipe upstream to the bend and 1.26
m (12D) horizontal pipe downstream to the bend
are used. The bend is placed horizontally in (x, z)
plane with the origin at the pipe inlet (0, 0, 0). The
direction of flow at the inlet is in the positive xdirection. The direction of flow at the outlet is in the
positive z-direction. ANSYS ICEM is used to
generate O-type structured mesh of hexahedral
elements. A cross-sectional view of the mesh at the
inlet and the enlarged view of pipe bend are
presented in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b), respectively.
Mesh independency check is also performed to keep
the balance between the computational time and the
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accuracy of the simulation. For this purpose, five
different size mesh geometries named as M1 to M5
are generated with mesh elements in the range of
0.96 million to 9.8 million. The simulation with
different meshes is performed for the flowing fluid
water at a velocity of 2.25 m/s. The predicted
pressure drop between 2D upstream and 2D
downstream of the bend inlet and outlet is used for
validation with the experimental data of Mishra et
al. (1998a). Figure 2 shows the predicted pressure
drop from different meshes and the deviation (in
brackets) from the experimental data. It is observed
that the pressure drop decreases with the mesh M1
to M5. The predicted value from mesh M3 shows
less than 1% variation as compared to the mesh M5.
Therefore, M3 mesh of 2.2 million hexahedra
elements with minimum orthogonal quality of 0.75
is selected for the present study. The obtained y+
value of the numerical model is in the range of 20 to
50. The standard wall function approach is used for
modeling the flow near the wall region. It helps in
more precise calculation of near-wall shear stresses
for both liquid and solid phases (Kaushal et al.
2012).

Water is considered as a primary phase and zinc
tailings particles are considered as the secondary
phases. For modeling the flow with multi-sized
particulate slurry, six secondary phases of different
mean particle diameter and initial solid volume
fraction are considered. The initial volume fraction
of the solids of different sizes is selected based on
the PSD of the multisized zinc tailings slurry used
by Mishra et al. (1998a) as shown in Table 1.
Velocity inlet and outflow are set as a boundary
condition at the inlet and outlet of the flow domain,
respectively. The initial velocity of all the phases at
the inlet is set to be equal. The initial volume
fraction of solids for each solid phase is set based
on PSD. Table 2 shows the solution strategy
adopted for the numerical simulations.

Fig. 2. Pressure drop variation with the number
of mesh elements.
Table 1 Particle size distribution of multisized
zinc tailing particles Mishra et al. (1998a)
Solid
Size, > 850 300 210 150 106
75 30
(µm)
(a) Cross-sectional view at pipe inlet

% Finer 100
Mean
Size
(µm)
Wt.
Fract.
(%)

96.3 85.1 78.6 63.7

51.4

2

575

255

180

128

90.5

37.5

3.7

10.4

7.3

14.9

12.3

49.4

3.3 Model Validation

(b) Enlarged view of mesh in the pipe bend
Fig. 1. Meshing of pipe bend geometry.

3.2
Boundary Conditions and Solution
Strategy
Simulations are performed with the assumption that
the flow is steady. The calculation domain is
bounded by three faces, the inlet boundary, the wall
boundary, and the outlet boundary. EulerianEulerian model is considered for the simulation.

The numerically obtained pressure drop in meters of
water column (mwc) between 2D upstream and 2D
downstream of the bend is compared with the
available experimental results (Mishra et al. 1998)
as shown in Fig. 3. The comparison of the results is
plotted for all the four weighted solid
concentrations of 9.82%, 20.32%, 30.21% and
44.26% and five flow velocities of 2.25 m/s, 2.55
m/s, 2.86 m/s, 3.2 m/s and 3.5 m/s. It is observed
that the pressure drop increases with increase in
velocity as well as solid concentration. At low
velocities, the increase in pressure drop with the
increase in solid concentration is less compared to
higher flow velocity. The predicted pressure drop
results show good agreement with the experimental
results (Mishra et al. 1998a). The maximum
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deviation in the predicted and experimental results
is within ±6%.
Table 2 Boundary conditions and solution
parameters used for the numerical simulation
Parameters
Components
Grid type
Analysis type
Multiphase
model

Modeling
Pipe inlet to bend, bend, Pipe
exit to bend
Structured: Multi-block
Hexahedral
Steady
Eulerian-Eulerian

Primary: One (water)
Secondary: Six (zinc tailings)
Boundary
Inlet: Velocity, Volume fraction
conditions
Outlet: Outflow
Momentum Eq.: First order
upwind (FOU)
Discretization
Volume fraction: FOU
scheme
Turbulent kinetic energy: FOU
Turbulent dissipation energy:
FOU
Pressure: 0.3
Momentum equation: 0.7
Under
Volume fraction: 0.5
relaxation factor
Turbulent kinetic energy: 0.8
Turbulent dissipation energy: 0.8
Pressure
velocity
Phase Coupled SIMPLE
coupling
scheme
Turbulence
Standard k–ε with dispersed
models
phase.
rms of mass, momentum,
Convergence
volume fraction and turbulent
control
parameters ≤1.0E-5
No. of Phases

on the absolute pressure inside the bend are
determined by plotting the contours of absolute
pressure variation in the bend geometry at the mid
horizontal plane as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. It is
observed that upstream of the bend inlet, the
reduction in absolute pressure is uniform. As the
flow enters into the bend geometry, a pressure
gradient is established between the inner and outer
wall of the bend. This may be attributed to the
outward centrifugal force experienced by the flow
during the flow passage of the bend that pushes the
flow towards the outer wall of the bend and creates
a pressure variation along the inner and outer wall
of the bend. It is also observed that the difference in
pressure variation at inner and outer wall increases
as the flow progresses towards the bend exit. This
may be attributed to the presence of secondary
flows inside the bend. Similar effect of pressure
variations at the inner and outer wall of the bend
were also observed earlier (Kaushal et al. 2013;
Singh et al. 2018).
Figure 4 shows the contours of absolute pressure
variation inside the bend for the velocity range of
2.25 m/s to 3.5 m/s at the weighted solid
concentration of 44.26 %. It is observed that the
increase in flow velocity increases the difference in
absolute pressure at the inner and outer wall of the
bend. It may be due to the increase in frictional
losses with increase in velocity (Nayak et al. 2017).
Figure 5 shows contours of absolute pressure
variation inside the bend for the weighted solid
concentration of 9.82% to 44.26% at the inflow
velocity of 3.5 m/s. It is observed that the increase
in solid concentration increases the reduction in
absolute pressure during the flow inside the bend. It
may be due to the increase in the particle-particle
interaction with the increase in solid concentration
(Verma et al. 2006).

Fig. 3. Comparison of predicted pressure drop
to the experimental results of Mishra et al.
(1998a) for different weighted solid
concentration and velocity.

4.

(a) 2.25 m/s

(b) 2.55 m/s

(c) 2.86 m/s

(d) 3.2 m/s

(e) 3.5 m/s

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Pressure Distribution
The effect of flow velocity and solid concentration
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Fig. 4. Absolute pressure variation with flow
velocity in pipe bend at the mid horizontal plane
at Cw= 44.26%.
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(a) Cw = 9.82%

(b) Cw = 20.32%

(c) Cw = 30.21%
(d) Cw = 40.26%
Fig. 5. Absolute pressure variation with the solid
concentration in pipe bend at the mid horizontal
plane at V= 3.5 m/s.

Particle
size
(µm)

(a) Bend Inlet

IW

(b) Bend
Center

(c) Bend Exit

(d) 5D

(e) 10D

OW

(i) 575

(ii) 255

(iii) 180

(iv) 128

(v) 90.5

(vi) 37.5

Fig. 6 Cross-sectional normalized concentration contours (outer wall at right side) of each size
particles at different angular positions, 5D, 10D distances from bend exit at velocity = 2.25 m/s,
Cw = 9.82%.

4.2 Particle Distribution
Figures (6-8 show the contours of the crosssectional normalized concentration which is the

ratio of particle volume fraction at the location (Cvi)
to the particle initial volume fraction (Cv) for each
solid phase. These are plotted at the bend inlet (0 o),
bend center (45o), bend exit (90o), at five times pipe
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Particl
e size
(µm)

(i) 575

(a) Bend Inlet

IW

(b) Bend
center

(c) Bend Exit

(d) 5D

(e) 10D

OW

(ii)
255

(iii)
180

(iv)
128

(v)
90.5

(vi)
37.5

Fig. 7 Cross-sectional normalized concentration contours (outer wall at right side) of each size
particles at different angular positions, 5D, 10D distances from bend exit at velocity = 3.5 m/s, Cw =
9.82%.

diameter (5D) and ten times pipe diameter (10D)
distance downstream to bend exit. In these figures,
the left-hand side represents the inner wall whereas
the right hand side represents the outer wall of the
bend. Figures 6 and 7 show the suspension
characteristics of multi-sized particulate slurry
inside the bend at the velocity of 2.25 m/s and 3.5
m/s, respectively at 9.82% weight concentration.
Figure 8 shows the suspension characteristics of
multi-sized particulate slurry at the velocity of 2.25
m/s and 44.26% weight concentration.
It is observed from Fig. 6 that the suspension
characteristics of the particles at different locations
inside the bend are dissimilar. At the bend inlet
(Fig. 6a), the concentration distribution of all the
particles is skewed except the fine size particles of
size 37.5 µm. It may be due to settling behavior of
particles in the presence of gravity and therefore
high concentration is observed at the bottom of the
bend inlet. As the flow passes through the bend, the
centrifugal forces and the secondary flows influence
the distribution of the particles (Kaushal et al. 2012;
Nayak et al. 2017). At the bend center (Fig. 6b), the

particles moved towards the upper side at the outer
wall of the bend. This may be attributed to the
centrifugal force along with the effect of bend
curvature. Then, the presence of secondary flow
moves the particle from the outer to the inner wall.
These effects increase up to the bend exit (Fig. 6c)
and the particle concentration is higher at the upper
end of the bend outer wall and the bottom half. At
5D position downstream to the bend exit (Fig. 6d),
the secondary flow may still affect the suspension
characteristics of the particles. The low
concentration zone of particles is shifted to the
central core, and the particle concentration near the
wall gets improved. The effect of secondary flow is
reduced as seen at the 10D position from the bend
exit (Fig. 6e). Further, on comparing the suspension
behavior of multi-sized particles, it is observed that
the fine size particles of size 37.5 µm are
homogeneously suspended, whereas non-uniformity
in particle distribution is clearly observed for higher
size particles. For particle size up to 255 µm, the
higher concentration of particles is seen at the outer
wall and the bottom of the bend. This may be
attributed to the effect of centrifugal force and the
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Partic
le size
(µm)
(i)
575

(a) Bend Inlet

IW

(b) Bend
Center

(c) Bend Exit

(d) 5D

(e) 10D

OW

(ii)
255

(iii)
180

(iv)
128

(v)
90.5

(vi)
37.5

Fig. 8 Cross-sectional normalized concentration contours (outer wall at right side) of each size
particles at different angular positions, 5D, 10D distances from bend exit at velocity = 2.25 m/s,
Cw = 44.26%.

(a) Bend Inlet

(i)
WATER

IW

(b) Bend
Center

(c) Bend Exit

(d) 5D

(e) 10D

OW

(ii) 575
µm

(iii) 37.5
µm
Fig. 9 Cross-sectional normalized velocity contours (outer wall at right side) for water, particle
size of 575 µm and 37.5 µm at different angular positions, 5D, 10D distances from bend exit at
velocity = 3.5 m/s, Cw = 9.82%.
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secondary flows. The distribution of 575 µm size
particles shows no significant change and remains
at the bottom throughout the flow passage. This
may be attributed to the dominance of gravity effect
for this size of particles at the flow velocity of 2.25
m/s. Further, comparison of Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 shows
that, with the increase in flow velocity, the particle
distribution at the bend inlet improves significantly.
The concentration of particles increases more
towards the upper half of the outer wall of the bend.
The suspension of the particles of size 575 µm is
also improved as some particles are flowing near
the upper part of the outer wall. This may be
attributed to the increase in the kinetic energy of the
particles as more number of particles are able to
overcome the gravitational effects and remain
suspended in the carrier fluid.

the similar nature and variation with respect to the
different locations is also similar. It indicates that
the effect of slip between the particle and the carrier
fluid is negligible in the present numerical
simulations.

5.

 The numerical modeling of the pipe bend with
multisized particulate slurry predicted the head
loss close to experiments. The maximum
deviation is within ±6% for the present range of
investigation. The effect of increase in flow
velocity and solid concentration on pressure
drop are reasonably simulated with the
numerical model.

To observe the effect of increase in efflux
concentration on the particle distribution, the
contours of normalized solid concentration at
different cross-sections inside the bend are
compared using Fig. 6 and Fig. 8. It is observed that
the increase in solid concentration improves particle
distribution. This may be attributed to the increase
in the interference effects between the particles with
increase in solid concentration (Chen et al. 2009).
Mishra et al. (1998b) also reported the
improvement in the solid distribution with the
increase in efflux concentration at constant velocity.
Further, with increase in concentration, it is
observed that even the distribution of bigger size
particles like 255 µm and 575 µm also improved.
This may be attributed to the increase in the number
of fine size particles (37.5 µm) in the multisized
slurry with the increase in total solid concentration.
The improvement in particle distribution of bigger
size particles with the addition of finer size in the
straight pipeline was also reported by Kumar et al.
(2008).

 The simulation with multisized particles
captured the improvement in non-uniformity in
suspension due to more number of finer size
particles at higher concentrations concurrent
with the experimental observations.
 Within the multisized particulate slurry as the
particle size increases the effect of secondary
flows becomes more and more dependent on
PSD.
 Increase in the velocity enhances the
homogeneous suspension of all size particles in
the multisized slurry. However, a higher
velocity of flow is needed for the complete
suspension of bigger size particles in the slurry.
Hence the critical velocity should be estimated
by considering the settling of coarse particles in
a multisized slurry.

4.3 Velocity Distribution
Figure 9 shows the contours of normalized velocity
which is the ratio of the phase velocity at the
location (Vi) to the bulk mean flow velocity (Vavg)
for water and the particles of size 575 µm and 37.5
µm at the velocity of 3.5 m/s and 9.82% weight
concentration. It is observed that at the bend inlet
(Fig. 9a) the maximum velocity is at the central
core which agrees with the general understanding of
the flow through the circular pipes. At the bend
center (Fig. 9b) the effect of secondary flows is not
significant, and a small deviation in the velocity
contours is observed in comparison to bend inlet. At
bend exit (Fig. 9c), the outer wall of the bend
possesses a higher magnitude of velocity which
shows that the secondary flow is dominant in the
region between the bend center and the bend exit. It
affects majorly up to 5D (Fig. 9d) distance from the
bend exit, where the maximum velocity is observed
near the outer side of the pipe wall. As the distance
increases further, the intensity of secondary flows
reduces and at 10D (Fig. 9e) distance from the bend
exit the velocity of the phases is again maximum at
the central core of the pipe. It is also observed that
for different phases the velocity distribution is of

CONCLUSION

Numerical modeling of the multi-sized particulate
slurry flow in a conventional 90o bend of radius
ratio 4 is performed. Granular Eulerian-Eulerian
model with six secondary phases of different size
particles along with the primary phase as water are
considered for the numerical simulations. On the
basis of the present study the following conclusions
can be drawn:
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